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1. INTRODUCTION 
During the last 20 years the study of solutions of retarded functional-differen- 
tial equations has played an important part in theoretical physics, chemistry, 
and biology. For the case in which delay is bounded by the number r 3 0 
and the equation describes the behavior in time of n real variables, Hale was 
the first who systematically studied the solution perator as a transformation 
in C([-Y, 01, W) [7]. If the delay is infinite, a seminormed vector space X of 
functions on the half axis (-co, 0] may take the place of C([-Y, 01, W”). But 
in this case, provided that the right-hand side of the equation is continuous 
and bounded on bounded subsets of X, it is already difficult to characterize 
the seminorms uch that existence, continuability, and continuous dependence 
of solutions and the relative compactness of bounded orbits hold true. The first 
systematic study in this direction isdue to Coleman and Mizel [14, and 
references therein]. As the class of spaces X underlying the work of Coleman 
and Mizel does not contain C([-Y, 01, UP), Hale [5, 141 suggested the definition 
of another class and he has shown that in his spaces bounded orbits of retarded 
functional-differential equations are relatively compact. In recent years the 
techniques for the theoretical treatement of functional-differential equations 
with infinite delay have been further developed; cf. [6, 10, 12-14, and references]. 
The present essay studies dynamical systems with memory, in which the semi- 
norm of X is monotonic with respect to the natural partial ordering of W-valued 
functions on (--co, 01. Some problems already treated in [3, 5, 6, 141, e.g., the 
problem when bounded orbits are relatively compact or when the solution 
operator is condensing with respect to a measure of noncompactness (cf. [ll]), 
are raised at once. It will be shown that the componentwise monotony of the 
seminorm of ,ri s a powerful hypothesis that enables us to dispense with various 
other hypotheses which in absence of the monotony would be required; cf. 
[5, hypothesis (h3), (h4)]. In the current literature this fact has not yet been 
pointed out; the present paper will remove this deficiency. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X denote aseminormed vector space of Rn-valued functions on(-co, 0] 
with seminorm (.), the so-called history space. Given a nonempty subset 4 C X, 
a dynamical system with memory on @ is a family {T(s) 1s >, O> of mappings with 
domain and range 4 such that 
T(0) = I (identity), (2.1) 
T(s + t) = T(s) T(t) for all s, tE lR+ (R+ = [0, co)), (2.4 
(s, X) E Rf x ;r’/ w T(s)x E I is a continuous mapping, (2.3) 
(T(s)x)-S(u) = X(U) holds for all x E “7/, s > 0, and u E (-00, 01, (2.4) 
where for any function y:(-co, a) ++ X(a E R) and for any X < a the function 
y,,: (-co, 0] ---f X, the history of y up to h is defined by y,(p) := y(h + cl). 
Condition (2.4) specializing dynamical systems with memory says that he state 
T(s)x of the system for s > 0 considered asa W-valued function results from a 
right continuation of the initial state s. 
Let {e, ..., e > be a basis of [w” and let Pi , i E {I,..., n> denote the canonical 
projection fW onto span{ej}. Choose an norm I/ .I1 in (w” such that 1 P,a 1 < 
IPJ/ for a,bEW, and i E {l,..., n} implies II a11 < 1) b11. Let A’ denote the 
family of all sequences in X converging tozero in seminorm. For any i E f 1,. , rz} 
and for any sequence {I+&] E A’ define 
Ai (&,) := {A < 0 I Fz P&,(h) = 0;. 
We assume the following hypotheses: 
(hl) X + (O} and the quotient space S/-l ‘, where ,1* :== {z E X ( 
(z;.) = 0}, is a Banach space. 
(h2) For every iE {l,..., n)-and {gf} EA holds “illi f Z. 
(h3) Define &f : = {Af&kl 1 (I+&} E A>. Then for any pair v, 4 E A’ such 
that / P,v(s)I < I Pi+(s)1 for all i E {I,..., n> and s E Ai with some Ai E 4.) 
the inequality iv,> < (#) follows. 
(h4) The vector space I’ of all bounded, continuous UP-valued functions 
on (- co, 0] is contained inS. 
From hypothesis (h2) it follows that, for every i E {I,..., n} 4. is a filter basis. 
This means that for any pdr -4i, Bi E 4 a nonempty set Ci E ,cal; exists such that 
C’ c --P n Bi. 
Hypotheses (hl)-(h4) are satisfied for the history spaces of fading memory 
[2, postulates 141. In this case 4 = & holds, where sy’ stands for the comple- 
ments in (-co, 0] of all Bore1 subsets of (-co, 0) with p-measure zero and p 
is the influence m asure. The monotony (h3) is something weaker than the 
monotony supposed in [2, (2.1) 2(iii)]. N evertheless thetheory [2] also applies 
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if the functions ofX take its values in an arbitrary Banach space. The following 
examples illustrate (hl)-(h4): 
EXAMPLE 1. Let real numbers qi 3 1, ri > 0, and continuous functions 
Ki: (-co, 0] tt Rf be given such that stm &(s) ds < co. Let X consist of all 
Lebesgue measurable functions q~: (-co, 0] H W such that 
Then (hl)-(h4) hold, where s.& is the filter spanned up by the sets 
Bi := [-ri ,0] U ({s E(-oo,O] 1 /Q(S) > O}\%), (2.6) 
and 9 C (-co, 0) has the Lebesgue measure zero. Even if ri = 0 for all i, 
the seminorm (2.5) cannot in general be written as a nontrivial function-norm 
according to definition [2, (2. l)]. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let continuous function ki: (-co,01 M (0, co) be given such 
that lim,+, &(s) = 0. Denote by X the space of all continuous W- valued 
functions on(-CO, 0] such that 
(2.7) 
Then (hl)-(h4) hold, where &i = {(--co, 01). 
EXAMPLE 3. (hl)-(h4) are satisfied forthe space of all W-valued functions 
on (- co, 0] with the seminorm 
CT? := II d-1)11. (2.8) 
In this case one obtains 4 = SZ’ = {A C (-co, 0] / - 1 E A}. 
In the following we list some elementary conclusions from (hl)-(h4). 
2.1. LEMMA. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) O~A~holdsforallA~~~andi~{1,...,n}. 
(2) There exists a number c > 0 such that 11 (p(O)11 < c(v> for all y E X. 
(3) X0 := {p’ EX I ~(0) = 0} is a closed s&pace of codimension n. 
2.2. LEMMA. For every aE lFP let [a] denote the constant function [a](s) = a 
(s < 0). Then there xist numbers 0 < m < M such that ml\ a\( < ([a]> <
M II aII. 
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-4s each component of a function y E Y can be majorized by a constant func- 
tion we obtain from (h3) and Lemma 2.2: 
2.3. LEMMA. There exists IInumber K > 0 such that (y) < KsupSGo 1 y(s)11 
for ally E I’. 
For any T > 0 let PTT denote the Banach space of the continuous W-valued 
functions 7:[0, T] --f [w” such that ~(0) = 0, endowed with the norm 
(W 
Let us define the mapping U: [0, T] x V’, ++ X by 
qt, 7)(P) := 0, CL < -6 
:= 7(cL + t), -t<p<o. 
(2.10) 
As the range of U belongs to Y, one can prove by standard techniques that U is 
jointly continuous provided that I’ is endowed with the supremum-norm. 
Hence, together with Lemma 2.3, we obtain: 
2.4. LEMMA. The mapping U is jointly continuous. 
3. A SPECIAL DYNAMICAL SYSTEM WITH MEMORY 
For any x E X and s >, 0 the function 
.+) := x(p + s), P < -s, 
:= x(O), --s < CL d 0, 
(3.1) 
is called the static continuation of x by the amount s. As T(s)x := xs is the solution 
operator f the simplest “functional-differential qua on” j(s) = 0, s >, 0, with 
initial data y0 = x, it seems reasonable topostulate: 
3.1. POSTULATE. T(s)x : = xS is a dynamical system with memory on X. 
It is remarkable that o be satisfied this postulate r stricts thehistory spaces 
coming into question. Namely, the following theorem holds. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let (hl)-(h4) hold. Th en Postulate 3.1 holds if and only if 
hypotheses (h5)-(h7) are true: 
(h5) 0 E Ai for all -4j E4 and i E {I ,..., n}. 
(h6) xs E X,, holds for all xE X0 and s > 0 and lim,,,, (xs - x> = 0. 
(h7) R, := sup{(xsj x E X0 , (x> < l} < KI for all s> 0. 
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Proof. Suppose Postulate 3.1. Then (h6) and (h7) are consequences of(2.3) 
and the linearity of the mapping T( ) s in X. To prove (h5) it suffices toshow 
statement (2) in Lemma 2.1. Suppose 2.1(2) is false. Then there xists a sequence 
(pm} C X, E > 0, and i E {l,..., n} such that 
I PiP,(O)l > 63 & (P,,, = 0. 
Equation (3.2), Postulate 3.1, and (2.3) together yield 
(3.2) 
;iz (q,msj = 0 for all s > 0. 
For any K E N define the function Q E Y by 
(3.3) 
i 
0, I* < -k‘ 
Pid~cL) := (P + kk, 
1 
-k<p<-k+l, 
E, -k+l<p<O 1 
Pj7)k = 0, j i i. (3.4) 
From (3.2) we conclude 
I pj(cPttOk(P)l 2 I pP?k(P-L)I, CL< O,j~{l,...,~~, 
from which together with (h3) 
((pm)y > (7&. (3.5) 
Equations (3.3) and (3.5) imply (Q) = 0 for all k E N. By (h2) there xists 
a number X E Ainpj such that, by definition, lim,,, P&h) = 0, a contradiction 
to definition (3.4). 
On the other hand assume (hl)-(h7). F rom (hl) and Lemma 2.1(3), itfollows 
that 2 : = X0/A” is a Banach space with the norm (Zj : = (si, where 1 denotes 
the class of .v EX0. By (h6) and (h7) 
G(s)2 := z (3.6) 
is a semigroup of bounded linear transformations f 2 into itself which is 
continuous from the right. From [8, Theorem 10.2.3 and Corollary] and from 
the uniform boundedness theorem it follows that G is even a strongly continuous 
semigroup such that he operators G(s) are uniformly bounded ifs is taken from 
a bounded subset of OX+. Thus for any pair s, y E X and t, s 3 0 we obtain from 
Lemmas 2.1(2) and 2.2 the estimate 
(yi - xy:. ,( ((y - x)‘) + <.rt - .zq 
< (((y - .x) - [y(O) - s(o)])t\ 
+ ([y(O) - “I]) + l(x - [ml)’ - (x - [441)“:~ 
G &<(Y - 4 - [Y(O) - 4w 
+ ([y(O) - .@)I> + <(GO) - G(W - [40)1)‘:~ 
.< (I’?,(1 + MC)+ Mc)(y - x) + ((G(t) - G(s))(x - [.x(O)])-). 
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As R, is uniformly bounded in t if t varies on bounded intervals of [w+, we conclude 
that (y’ - xS> --+ 0 if (y - x -+ 0 and t -+ S. This proves the questionable > 
property (2.3) of T. 
From [S, Theorem 7.6.11 and the strong continuity ofthe semigroup G in 
(3.6) follows: 
3.3. THEOREM. Let (hl)-(h7) besatis$ed. If 
w:= infs-‘InR,, 
s>o (3.7) 
there xists a boundedfunction y: IW+ H IW+ such that lim,,, y(s) = 0 and 
R, = e(w+~(s))~. (3.8) 
Theorem 3.3 shows that R, must be exponentially bounded, if (hl)-(h7) hold. 
It can be proved by standard techniques that (hl)-(h7) hold for the spaces of 
examples 1and 2, if in addition the functions kihave the property 
UP - 4 < NM4 
where N, > 0 is independent of~1. 
for all p < 0 and 1 >, 0, (3.9) 
4. REPRESENTATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS WITH MEMORY 
In what follows let anonempty subset %P C X and a dynamical system Ton %! 
be given. Let C, := C&F!+, lFP), the continuous W-valued functions on IW+ 
vanishing at0. Define 
WWCL) : = G%+WV - x(O), 
V has the following properties. 
p > 0, x E 1. (4.1) 
4.1. LEMMA. Let (hl)-(h5) hold. Then V(x) E C, for all s E 42 and, for any 
7 > 0, the mapping V: Q i--) C, is continuous with respect tothe seminorm I/ .II7 
of C,(c.f. (2.9)). 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1(2), follows for any pairs X, y E q/ and t.~, v E [Wf 
I’ WW - W)WIl < IICWrW - W-4WN + II ~(0) - 4O)ll 
< ~<W)Y - T6-W + (Y - x>). 
(4.2) 
In particular, if y = x’, (2.3) and (4.2) show V(x) E C, . Let 7 > 0 and E > 0 
be given. By (2.3), for every XE [0, T], there xists S(X) > 0 such that 
(T(+ - T(h)xj < E, (4.3) 
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for all u E [0, T] n [X - S(h), h + S(h)] and z E Q satisfying (z - x> < S(h). 
Choose finite numbers hi E [0, T], i= l,..., m,such that 
Let 6 :== min{S(X,) / i= l,..., m]. Then (4.3) holds with o = X simul- 
taneously for all X E [0, r] and z E % satisfying (z- x) < 6. Together 
with (4.2) this shows that the mapping P’ is continuous with respect o the 
seminorm 11 fIJT of C, . 
After this preparation we can prove the following representation theorem for 
dynamical systems with memory which generalizes the representation of the 
solution perator of functional-differential equations with infinite delay due to 
Hale [6, Lemma 31. 
4.2. THEOREM. (1) Let (hl)-(h5) hold. Then there exists a dynamical system 
with memory on X if and only if (h6) and (h7) hold. 
(2) Let (hl)--(h7) old and suppose T is a dynamical system with memory on 
% C X, % # o . Then for all s> 0 and x E @ the following representation holds: 
(T(s)+) = (x” -t U(s, V(x)))(A) for all X < 0 (cf. (2.1O))l (4.4) 
On the other hand, for any mapping V: X H C, having the properties of Lemma 4.1, 
(4.4) dej%es a dynamical system with memory on X. 
Proof. First of all et us prove that (4.4) is valid if T is a dynamical system 
with memory on @. From definitions (2.10), (3. l), and (4.1) it follows for all 
h < 0: 
_ x(s + 4, 
-I 
A < -s, 
(T(s + QW% -s<h<O, 
= (Y&u 
where y: R H !W is given by 
Y(P) := dPL)Y p < 0, 
: = ( T(r*)W), P t 0. 
(4.5) 
1 To be consistent with definition (2.10), U(S, 7) for T E Cm stands for U(s, f), where 4 
is the restriction of 7 onto the domain [0, T], T p S. 
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On the other hand, we obtain from (2.4) for any X < 0, 
(T(s)x)(X) = (T(s)x)(-s + s + A) = (T(s)x)-s(s + A) = x(s + A), if h < -s, 
and 
(T(s)x)@) = (T(s+ x- 4x)@) = (T(-WV + 44)(4 
= (T( --h)( T(s+ +“))A(O) = (W + W(O), if--s<h<O, 
showing (T(s)x)(h) = (y,)(h) for all X < 0. 
Suppose that (hl)-(h5) are valid and T is a dynamical system with memory 
on X. From Lemmas 4.1 and 2.4 it follows for any T > 0 that the mapping 
(s, x) E [O, T] x x w U(s, V(x)) Ex 
is jointly continuous. Hence, by (2.3) and (4.4), Postulate 3.1 is fulfilled an
statement (1) follows from Theorem 3.2. 
Now assume (hl)-(h7) and let 17 be given according toLemma 4.1. Define T
by (4.4). Then (2.1), (2.2), and (2.4) are consequences ofthe representation 
T(s)x = yS , where y is defined by (4.5). The remaining property (2.3) follows 
from (4.4) together with Theorem 3.2 and Lemmas 4.1 and 2.4. 1 
5. THE RELATIVE COMPACTNESS OF ORBITS 
Let T be a dynamical system with memory on (171 C X, %Y # 0. Then for any 
x E S the set 
~+):=(T(s)x]s >O}C@ 
is called the orbit and the set 
W+(X) : = {ru EX 1 there xists a sequence {sm} C Rf, s,~ -+ co, 
such that (w - T(s,)s) + 0} 
is called the w+-limit set of 3~. It is interesting to ask for conditions that guarantee 
W+(x) + 0. Of course, as the relative compactness of Y(x) together with (hl) 
imply W+(X) # .EJ, we may ask for conditions which guarantee the relative 
compactness of Y(x). With regard to the representation theorem (Theorem 4.2) 
it seems reasonable toanswer this question first for the simplest dynamical 
system with memory. 
5.1. THEOREM. Assume (hl)-(h7). LetT be the dynamical system with memory 
on X dejked by T(s)x : = x3. Then, for given w E X, the following statements are 
equivalent : 
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(1) F(w) is relatively compact. 
(2) w has the relaxation property, i.e., lim,,, ((w - [w(O)])~> = 0. 
Proof. (1) implies (2). Suppose w has not the relaxation property. Then there 
exist E > 0 and a sequence s,, + co such that 
By (1) there xists a subsequence, say {s,,}, and a E X such that 
lim (wUSm - z) = 0. 
For every i E {l,..., n} and h E Ai := A’;,G,.+ E 4 we obtain from (5.2) 
!E Pi(W”,(X) - z(h)) = 0, 
which implies 
Pi(W(0) - Z(h)) = 0 for all X E Ai and i E {l,..., n}. (5.3) 
Equation (5.3) and (h3) yield ([w(O)] - z> = 0 which, together with (5.2), 
contradicts (5.1). 
(2) implies (1). As by Theorem 3.2 and (2.3) bounded segments of the orbit 
are relatively compact, the statement follows if for every sequence (So} C [w+, 
s,,, - co, {wsm} contains a convergent subsequence. However, this is evident 
since the relaxation property (2) can be written lim,,, (w8 - [w(O)]) = 0. 
For the general case we require the following lemma. 
5.2. LEMMA. Let (hl)-(h7) and the following hypothesis be atis$ed: 
(h8) Ally E Y n X,, have the relaxation property. 
Then for any sequence {ym} C Y being uniformly bounded in the supremum- 
norm on (-co, 0] and equicontinuous on every compact subinterval of (- 00, 0] 
there xists a subsequence which is convergent with respect tothe seminorm of X 
and with respect tothe supremum-norm onevery compact subinterval of (- co, 01. 
Proof. By the theorem of Arzela nd Ascoli one can exchange asubsequence, 
say {ym}, and y E Y such that 
gz -;vo II Ym(4 - YW = 0 for all kE N. 
By assumption and (5.4) the upper bounds 
(5.4) 
L, := “s”<f: I Pi(Y?&) - YW)l < a* i = l,..., n, (5.5) 
\ 
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exist. Define the following function w E Y n X,,: 
P,w(s) := pi, 
s < -1 
I -1 <s<O’ 
i = I,..., n. 
Let E > 0 be given. By (h8) there xists a number k, E N such that 
(WL”) < 6. (5.6) 
From (5.4) the existence ofm, E N follows such that 
sup I Pi(YV&) - Y(S))l G E for all m > m, and i E {I ,..., n}. (5.7) 
ko-lCSi0 
As for all s < 0, m >, m. , and i E { l,..., n), 
I PLY&) - YWl < I ~i(4w~) + w”W)I (I E R”, Pi(Q) = 1, i = I,..., n) 
holds true, we conclude from (h3) 
(y, -yJ’i < c([Q]) + (wkO> G r(l + (PI)) 
showing lim,,,, (ym - y) = 0. 
A conclusion from Lemma 5.2 is the following corollary. 
5.3. COROLLARY. Assume (hl)-(h8). Then each family IV C I” which is 
uniformly bounded with respect to the supremum-norm on (-co, 0] and equi- 
continuous on every compact subinterval of (- 00, 0] is relatively compact in X. 
-4s an essential aid for the proof of Lemma 5.2 we employed the component- 
wise monotony of the seminorm of X. It seems there is no reason to consider 
more general seminorms. 
After this preparation we can prove the following equivalence. 
5.4. THEOREM. Assume (hl)-(h8). LetT be a dynamical system with memory 
on a closed nonempty set ‘/7/ C X. Then j or any x E @ the orbit F(x) is relatively 
compact if and only if the following conditions hold true: 
(1) s has the relaxation property. 
(2) The function sE Iw+ 4 (T(s).*)(O) E Iw” is bounded and uniformly 
continuous. 
Proof. Suppose r(x) is relatively compact. Then y(x) is bounded with 
respect to the seminorm of X and, by (h5) and Lemma 2.1, the set {(T(s)x)(O) 1 
s >, 0) too. Assume (T(s)x)(O) is not uniformly continuous as a function of 
505/31/3-8 
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s E R+. Then there exist sequences {sm} C R+, s, + CO, and {h,} C Rf, h, -+ 0, 
such that 
0 -=c EB l/u%i + k?zMO) - w?n)~)(o)ll~ (5.8) 
for some E > 0 independent of m. By assumption there xist a subsequence 
{srni 1 i EII} and w E Y-(x) C & such that 
(( T(s,Jx - w) - 0 for i+ co. (5.9) 
(5.9), (2.2), and (2.3) together imply 
= <T&J T(s,Jx - T(s,Jx) + < T(O)w - w) = 0 for i -+ co. (5.10) 
Equation (5.10) and Lemma 2.1(2) contradict (5.8). Hence (2) is true. Suppose (1) 
is false. Then there xists a equence (t7,J C Rf, t, + co, and E > 0 such that 
<(x - [x(O)ly”) 2 e (5.11) 
Choosing a subsequence we can find zE X such that 
(T(t,)x - z) -+ 0 for m--, co. (5.12) 
From the definitions (2.10) and (4.1) together with the uniform continuity and
boundedness of the mapping sE Rf + (T(s)x)(O) E Iw” it follows that he family 
is uniformly bounded on (-co, 0] with respect tothe supremum-norm and 
equicontinuous on every compact subinterval of (-co, 01. By Lemma 5.2 there 
exist y E Y and a subsequence, say {tm}, such that 
lim (U(tm ,V(x)) - y) = 0. mP+m 
Equations (5.12) and (5.13) and representation (4.4) yield 
kim (x”m - (z - y)) = 0. 
From (h2) and (5.14) itfollows that for every )I EAf := A~,G,++,,) 
jjz P&+(h) - (2 - y)(X)) = 0. 
As xtm(h) = x(O) for -t, < X < 0, this yields 
~fc40) - (x - Y)(4) = 0 for all hE Ai, i = l,..., tl.
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
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Hence, by (h3), 
([.m - (x - YD = 0. 
Thus (5.14) reads lim,,, ((x - [K(O)])~~) = 0, a contradiction t  (5.11). 
On the other hand let (1) and (2) be satisfied. It issufficient to prove that for 
any sequence (t,,*} C R+, t, - co. {T(t,)x} contains a convergent subsequence. 
By the same arguments as those above there xists a subsequence of {ttn} such 
that {U(t, ,V(x))} converges to an element y E Y with respect to the seminorm 
of X. Now the relaxation property of .x and representation (4.4) prove the 
statement. 1
Theorem 5.4 shows that the relaxation property is only required for the 
initial function a d for all bounded continuous functions ofX,, , provided that 
the seminorm of X is monotonic with respect o the componentwise partial 
ordering. This fact does not follow from the theory of Coleman et al. [3, 5, 141, 
as the relaxation property2 isthere presupposed for all elements of X. Hypothesis 
(h8) holds for the history spaces of examples 1and 3, but in general not every 
v E X has the relaxation property (cf. [l, Theorem 6, 2, Theorem 4.11). For 
instance, ifin example 2 
k,(s) = (1 + 3-1, hi(S) = 0 (i # 1) 
is chosen, (hl)-(h7) hold, but ($ - [v(O)]) = 1 if Piv(s) = 9, P,v(s) = 0 
(i # 1). 
6. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE UJ,-LIMIT SET 
If T is a dynamical system with memory on a nonempty closed subset 9 C X 
such that for some x E @ the orbit T(X) is relatively compact, the general theory 
of dynamical systems (cf. [7, Chap. 4.2]), says that W+(X) is nonempty, compact, 
connected, and invariant. The invariance of w+(x) means that for every w E W+(X) 
an integral through w exists. An integral through w is a mapping I: R w W+(X) 
such that 
I(0) = w 
and (6.1) 
T(t)I(s) = I(s + t) for all tE Rf and s E R. 
The following theorem points out some properties ofsuch integrals. 
6.1. THEOREM. Assume (hl)-(h8) and suppose that T is a dynamical system 
with memory on a closed subset & C X such that for some x E 42 F(x) is relatively 
? Compare the corresponding conditions [3, (4.1); 5, (h5)]. 
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compact. Then for any w E W+(X) and for any integral I through w there xists a 
uniformly continuous and bounded function y:0% -+ 118” such that 
I(s)(h) = y,(h) for all sE R and h < 0. (6.2) 
If in addition for all zE w+(x) 
F(Z) : = /lip+ h-‘(( T(h)z)(O) - z(0)) E R” (6.3) 
exists and F is continuous on W+(X), y has a globally bounded erivative j(s) for 
s E R and y solves the retarded functional-d#erential equation 
Y(s) = F(YA7 SER. (6.4) 
Proof. Define y(s) = I(s)(O), s E R. Then for any h < 0 we obtain 
I(s)(A) = 1(X + s - h)(X) = T(A) I(s + X)(X) = (T(4) Z(s + h)),(O) 
= 4s + q(o) = y(s + A) (cf. (2.4)), 
which proves I(s) = yS . As W+(X) is compact, {I(s) / s E R} C W+(X) is bounded 
and, by Lemma 2.1(2), (y(s) 1s E R} C UP is bounded, too. In order to prove 
that y is uniformly continuous let E > 0 be given. As Y(x) is compact, there 
exists a real 6 > 0 such that, for all t, , t, E W, 
(T(t,)x - T(t,)x;> ,<E if 1 t, - t, 1 < 6. (6.5) 
Let s1 , s, E R be given such that sr < sp and sp - sr < 6. As I(s,) E w+(x), there 
exists a sequence {T,~} C R+, T, + 00, satisfying 
(T(7,)x - I(s,)j + 0 for m--+ co. (6.6) 
From the estimate 
(I@?) - I(s,)l = (T(s, - ~1) I@,) - I(Q)) 
< (T(s, - sl) Q,) - Tts, - sl) T(T,Jxi 
+ (T(sp - ~1 + ~rn)x - T(~nJxi 
+ ( T(T,J.~ - W,):: 
together with limm+r. (T(s, - sl) Z(s,)x - T(s, - sr) T(~,)x) = 0 and ( T(s2 - 
s1 + T,,)R - T(T,)x) < E, by means of (6.9, it follows that 
<&A - 44? < E. (6.7) 
Equation (6.7) and Lemma 2.1(2), yield I( y(s,) - r(sJ! < CE, showing the 
uniform continuity of y. 
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Now suppose that limit (6.3) exists for all zE W+(X) and that F is continuous 
on W+(X). From this and from (6.1) and (6.2) we get for all sE R the existence 
of the limit 
9+(4 = $F+ h-Yy(s + 4 - Y(S)) = i+o+ im WT(4 Y,)(O) - r&O) = F(Y,). 
As by (6.2) the mapping s E R + ya E X is continuous, j+(s) depends con- 
tinuously upon s E R. Thus j(s) exists for all s E R and (6.4) is valid. As {rs 1 
s E R> C W+(X) and W+(X) is compact, we conclude 
SUP Il9(+ -5 ,,",T~, IIF@ < ao, naR + 
which proves the theorem. 
Of course (6.3) is valid if T is the solution-operator of heinitial-value problem 
k(s) = F(x,), x0 E %!, provided that this problem has a unique solution which 
depends continuously on the initial data and has an infinite continuation such 
that x, E %Y for all s >, 0. Such initial-value problems under rather general 
hypotheses onthe underlying history-space r studied in [12-14, and references 
therein]. 
7. COMPACTNESS PROPERTIES OF THE SEMIGROUP 
It is well known (cf. [7, Sect. 3.61) that the solution-operator T(p)of an 
autonomous functional-differential equation with delay not greater than r > 0 
considered asa transformation of C([-Y, 01, W) is compact for t.~ 3 Y if the 
right-hand side of the equation is bounded on bounded subsets of C([-Y, 01, W). 
For functional-differential equations with infinite delay T(p) may not be compact 
for any p > 0. However it is natural to ask whether T(p) is limit-compact or 
condensing with respect to a measure x of noncompactness (for the terminology 
see [ 111). For a special c ass of history-spaces Hale[6] gave conditions ensuring 
that T(p) is x-contracting [ 111 f or sufficiently large CL. To apply the fixed-point 
and degree-theory f Sadowski [ll] for T(p) it is sufficient that T(p) is limit- 
compact. Therefore we will ook for conditions such that T(p) is limit-compact 
for p > 0. 
7.1. LEMMA. Let (hl)-(h4) hold and let T be a dynamical system with memory 
on&CX.Lets >OandWCQ,W # 0,begivensuchthat 
(i) the set {( T(p)x)(O) I xE W} C UP is bounded fog each p E [0, s], 
(ii) the family of mappings p E [0, s] M (T(p)x)(O) E Rn (x E W) is equi- 
continuous. 
Then {U(s, V(x)) jx E W’-} C Y is relatively compact in X. 
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Proof. For given E > 0 there exists by (ii) a number S > 0 such that 
IIm4M-4 - GYPJwYI G E if 0 < p1 < t~s < s and /*.a - pi < 6. From 
definitions (2.10) and (4.1) follows for X, < X, < min{O, h, + Si 
1 
0, A, < -s 
= II x(O) - V(s + ~,Mml, A3 ,( -s < A, 
1 
< l , 
lI(W + &)#y - (W + aw)ll9 -s < A, < A, < 0 
showing that {U(s, V(x)) 1x E w} C Y is an equicontinuous family with support 
in [-s, 01. It is also uniformly bounded with respect to the supremum-norm. 
Otherwise there exist sequences {pm} C [-s, 01, {xm} C %K such that CL,,, -+ 
E.L E [-s, 0] and /I U(s, V(X,J)(~J[~ 3 m. This yields 
m,< II(T(s + cc,) -h)(O) - x,(O)ll < II(W) hW)lI + Il(T(s + CL) 4W 
+ Il(W + Pm) Gzw) - w + CL) %w)ll~ 
a contradiction t  (i) and (ii). Thus by the theorem of Arzela and Ascoli 
{U(s, V(x)) Ix E %‘-} is relatively compact in Y with respect to the supremum- 
norm. From Lemma 2.3 it follows that it is also relatively compact in X. 
Hypotheses (i) and (ii) of Lemma 7.1 are satisfied for the solution-operator 
of the autonomous functional-differential equation 3(s) = f(xJ, x0 E W, if fl 
is bounded and f is bounded on a. 
7.2. DEFINITION. For some K E N let B denote the positive cone due to the 
canonical ordering of R”. Let .5? denote the family of all bounded subsets of X. 
We call a mapping x: 3 -+ B a measure of noncompactness if the following 
conditions hold:3 
(i) A,BET,ACB -x(A) <x(B), 
(ii) A, B 6 3 3 x(A + B) d ~(~4) + x(B), 
(iii) A E 3, X > 0 * x(M) < Xx(A) and x(co R) = x(A),~ 
(iv) x(A) = 0 o A is relatively compact. 
The following lemma simplifies thecomputation fx( T(s)w) if 9.V” isa bounded 
subset of @. 
7.3. LEMMA. Let (hl)-(h7) hold and let T be a dynamical system z&h memory 
on & C 2’ such that for some s > 0 and bounded W- C 9 hypotheses (i) and (ii) 
3 The notion of a measure of noncompactness u ed here differs somewhat from that 
of Sadowski [l 1 J. 
4 ‘(coT) := convex hull. 
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of Lemma 7.1 are satisfied. Then for any measure x satisfying conditions (i), (ii), 
and (iv) of dejkition 7.2 
x(WWr) = xW3 (7.1) 
holds, where w0 := {x - [x(O)] ( xE ^ tlr} and %‘,a3 := {w” 1 w E wa}. 
Proof. Equation (4.4) yields 
T(s)%/ = {x” + U(s, V(x)) /x E W} 
= {[x(O)] + (x - [x(O)])” + U(s, V(x)> IJc EJv 
c {[x(O)] I xE %/> + %I* + {U(s, V(x)) Ix E w>. (7.2) 
In the same manner we obtain also 
Was C T(s)%’ + {- U(s, V(x)) 1x E W} + {[-x(O)] 1 xE %‘-}. (7.3) 
From Lemma 2.1(2), itfollows that YY$~ is bounded. Hence, by (h7), was is 
bounded, too. As by Lemmas 2.2 and 7.1 the sets {[x(O)] 1 xE TV} and (U(s, 
V(x)) 1x E YT} are relatively compact, the statement follows from (7.2), (7.3), 
and from the properties of x. 
With the aid of the foregoing lemmas we obtain: 
7.4. THEOREM. Assume (hl)-(h7). LetT be a dynamical system with memory 
on 4 C X and let aclosed and bounded subset W C @ be given such that hypotheses 
(i) and (ii) of Lemma 7.1 are satisfiedfor eve y s> 0. Suppose further 
F-5 x(YfoS) = 0, (7.4) 
where xis a measure of noncompactness. Then
x( W@‘-1 = x(%“) - 0 f ors+ co (75) 
and T(s) is limit-compact in ?Tfor all s> 0. 
Proof. Equation (7.5) is a consequence of Lemma 7.3. It remains to prove 
that T(s) is limit-compact in YY’- for s> 0, which means that T(s) is compact on 
its limit-range in YT. As the limit-range is contained in the intersection of the 
recursively defined sequence 
iv -- EG( T(s) xn) n W, n+1*- So:=W-, (7.6) 
it is sufficient to prove x (Urna Xm) = 0 which implies that he limit-range of 
T(s) in YT is compact. As T(s) is continuous in%+‘-, itis then limit-compact. By 
induction we will prove 
x c (co “ty-,p + %I , n E N, I (7.7) 
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where xn C X is compact. As YY C w0 + x0 and x0 := {[x(O)] 1 xE w} is 
compact, (7.7) is true for n = 0. Suppose (7.7) is true for some tl E &I, . Then, 
by (4.4) and (7.7) 
T(s) xl c KS + xl+, c ((CO ‘)(1cgpy + Kzg + &,I > (7.8) 
where by Lemma 7.1 the set yntI : = { U(s, V(x)) /x E &} is relatively compact 
(note Zn C Yr). Thus by (7.6) and (7.8) 
e,, c co(((co %Jys + Jcas + XI+,,. (7.9) 
With the aid of the relations (A,B E 3) 
co(A + B) c co(A) + co(B), 
(2)s c (A”) (continuity of the static continuation), 
co(AS) = (co A)“, 
coiiCGA, 
A+BCA+B, if B is relatively compact, 
we obtain from (7.9) the inclusion 
%+I c (co %)(n+l)s + xl+, 9 (7.10) 
where -X,+, := cO(xn” + yn+,) is compact. This finishes the induction. 
(7.7) implies 
XMJ G x((co %),9* (7.11) 
Since for every A C X0 and E > 0 
ACACAfE~o, A?~:={XEXO/(X) < I}, 
is true, we conclude x(A) < x(A) < x(A) + l x(gJ showing x(A) = x(A). 
(7.11) implies, for every n E N, , 
x ’ n x G x(e) G xw-o”7, 
( 1 m>o 
which together with (7.4) proves the statement. 
Theorem 7.4 gives rise to the question of when w. C X0 has the property (7.4) 
for some measure x of noncompactness. The following lemma gives asufficient 
condition. 
7.5. LEMMA. Assume (hl)-(h7) and let W. C X0, W. # 0, be giva. 
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Suppose there xists a compact set S? C X0 and a subset d C X0 having the uniform 
relaxation property, i.e., 
lim (x8) = 0 
5-m 
uniformly for all xE 6, (7.12) 
such that 
w-, c x + 8. (7.13) 
Then (7.4) is true for every measure x of noncompactness. 
Proof. From (7.13) and (h7) follows 
x(%lS) B x(X8 + 8”) < xv-“) + x(SS) = X(@) 
G 2: (4 x@‘)7 ~:={XEXo/(x) < 1). 
(Note properties (i)-(iii) of x in definition 7.2.) As, by (7.12), lim,,, ~up,~~(x~) = 
0, the statement follows. 
Lemma 7.5 encourages us to look for conditions guaranteeing that a given 
noncompact subset d C X0 has the uniform relaxation property. A first observa- 
tion in this direction is the following. 
7.6. LEMMA. Assume (hl)-(h7) and let X,, C X0 be a closed subspuce of X,, 
which is invariant against static continuation such that B := inf,,, s-l In 8, < 0, 
where 8, : = sup{<xs) 1x E X0 , (x) = l}. Then every bounded subset d C Xc, 
has the uniform relaxation property. Inaddition there xists a continuous f nction 
K: R+ + R+ such that lim,,, es8K(s) = 0 for every 6 < 0 and 
x(6”) < h(b) K(s) e‘?@f), (7.14) 
for every measure of noncompactness, where &B : = {x E X0 / (x) < l} and 
h(b) := in; (6 C E + ~37 / 22 compact}.5 (7.15) 
Proof. The same arguments howing Theorem 3.3 give us the existence ofa 
function K with the above properties such that 8,9 = K(s) e’” and 
<xS? < Rw forallxEX,,ands>O. (7.16) 
As lim,,, 8, = 0, (7.16) h s ows that every bounded subset 8 of X0 has the 
uniform relaxation property. Let E > 0 be given. Then d C Z + (h(b) + E)L@ 
with compact .Z and hence 
8” C ,.P + (h(b) + 6) @. (7.17) 
5 h(Q) is the so-called HausdorfT measure of noncompactness [II]. 
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Since Z” is again compact, (7.17) shows 
x(@) G (&q + l ) x(B’“) d (4~) + e) R&q, (7.18) 
as @ C i?,g by the definition of 8, . Since E > 0 is arbitrary, (7.18) proves 
(7.14). 
Other criteria for the uniform relaxation property of a subset d C X,, can be 
obtained by comparison of the elements of & with nonnegative functions having 
the relaxation property. For this purpose we require an additional property of X: 
(h9) If i~{l,..., n} and Ai~d, then (Ai - s) u (-s, 0] E 4 for all 
s > 0. (Ai - s := {A - s I h E Ai}.) 
The history-space in example 2 has this property, also the space in example 1 
if (3.9) holds. 
7.7. LEMMA. Assume (hl)-(h7) and (h9). Let q~ EX,, such that v(p) 3 0 for all 
p < 0 and rp has the relaxation property. Then, for any L > 0, 
d:={w~X,~foreweryi~{l,..., n}existsAi~~suchthat 
I Pi=+.4 < LPGJ(P) for all P E 4 
bus the uniform relaxation property. Ifin addition (h8) holds, then for any L, , 
L, > 0 
~:={w~X,,)foreveryi~{1,...,n}exists,4~~~~suchthat 
I PP(P)I < Lo + W&) for all P E 4 
has the uniform elaxation-property. 
Proof. Let w EE be given. For every ie{l,..., n} choose A’ according to 
the hypothesis. Then for every s > 0 and v E (A” - s) u (-s, 0] E di 
I piws(v)I = 1 pi j:ls + vj, 
-s<v<o 
v < -s II 
G pi I 
0, -s<v<o 
Lv(s + v), v < -s I 
= P&“(v) 
holds. By (h3) (ws) < L(@) follows, which proves the statement as 
lim,,, (9”) = 0. If (hl)-(h9) hold we obtain for any w E bin similar manner for 
all s> 1 
(WY < Gd--’ + h?o < Lo<dP> + Ll(90 
where 
9)0(P) := -PI --I dcL<O, 
.- .- 1, /.L < -1. 
As lim,,, (&l) = lim,,, (& = 0, the lemma follows, 
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Estimates of type (7.14) which imply that x(YYos) decreases for s + 00 of at 
least exponential order are already given by Hale [6]. However, there are 
examples for history-spaces X and subsets W0 C X,, with the uniform relaxation 
property such that lim,,, x(Ws”) = 0 but lim,,, eSSX(Wss) = 00 for every 
6 > 0. Such an example is the following. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let X be the history-space of example 2 with n = I and k,(s) =
k(s) := (1 + / s 1)-l. Then (hl)-(h9) hold. For any fi E(0, 1) we conclude from 
Lemma 7.7 that 
has the uniform relaxation property. Let x denote the Hausdorff measure of 
noncompactness inX0 . As W0 is not compact in X,, , we obtain x(Ws) > 0. For 
any s > 0 we conclude by standard arguments 
x(WO”) > 8 inf{r > 0 1 Was C Z* + &, Z C X0 finite}, (7.19) 
where a denotes the unit-ball of X0. Define (Y := x(W0)/2 and choose afinite 
subset Z C X0 . Then there xist w E W0 and a E Z such that 
{w - a) = sup ' w~)+~~~)' > 12. 
US0 
(7.20) implies 
cws _ a8l = sup I 4s + P) - 4s + 41 
us-s l+lPl 
= sup I 4~) - a( 1 + I P I - 
US0 l+lPl 1+s+ IPI %;S- 
(7.20) 
(7.21) 
As Z C X0 was arbitrary, (7.21) shows 
inf{r > 0 1 YIo8 C Z” + ~9, Z C X0 finite} > -!Z-- . 
1+s 
(7.22) 
(7.19) and (7.22) together show that x(Wos) cannot decrease with exponential 
order. 
8. A NONLINEAR CONVOLUTION EQUATION AS AN EXAMPLE 
Suppose f : [w +-+ [0, co) is globally Lipschitz-continuous and G: (-co, 0] M 
(0, co) is Lebesgue-measurable, integrable, essentially bounded, and satisfies 
c(t) := ess sup G$(i t, < co 
A40 
for every t > 0. (8.1) 
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Suppose there xists a number N > 0 such that 
K0 
s 
G(A) dh < N, K := sup f(x). 
--r 0SZS.V 
(8.2) 
Consider the following history-space 
X := 
I 
x: (-co, 0] F+ R, x Lebesgue-measurable, 
(x) : = I x(O)1 +s ’ G(A) I x(h)1 dh < ~1. 
-m 
X is a history-space of fading memory studied by Coleman and Mizel [l]. 
By a standard analysis one finds that 
4 := 1 y E x ) ess..;p y(A) < N, es;$fy(h) 2 0, Y(O) = J:=f(r(A)) G(A) dh/ 
is closed and bounded. 
The topic of this ection is the nonlinear convolution equation 
x(t) = I” .f(x(t + A)> G(A) dk 
-7T 
t > 0, x0 = y E 97. (8.3) 
By standard methods (Banach’s fixed point heorem, etc.) we obtain: 
8.1. LEMMA. For eoery E %! there xists a unique solution x of (8.3) that can 
be continued as a solution up to injinity such that T(t)y : = xt E a’. T is adynamical 
system with memory on @. 
We are interested in the question whether W+(U) is not empty for every u E +Y 
and whether T(t) is limit-compact for t > 0 and x(T(t)Q) tends to zero for 
t -+ co, if x is a measure of noncompactness. As a preparation we require the 
following lemmas. 
8.2. LEMMA. Hypotheses (hl)-(h8) hold and @ has the unqorm relaxation 
property, where 
sup (us - [u(O)]) < N (I-’ G(A) dA]. (8.4) 
..w --m 
Proof. The validity of(hl)--(h8)  asalready been pointed out, since X is of 
the type considered inexample 1 (cf. also [l]). With the aid of 0 < u(0) < N 
for every u E 02, (8.4) follows from a standard computation. As, by assumption, 
JEm G(h) dh < w, (8.4) shows the uniform relaxation property. 
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8.3. LEMMA. The functions h,: t E lR+ H (T(t)y)(O) E Iw+, y E @, are uni- 
formly equicontinuous. 
Proof. Let E > 0 be given. As G is Lebesgue-integrable on (- CO, 01, there 
exists h, > 0 such that 
K j” 1 G(4 - W - h)l dA + K j” G(h) dA < l if 0 < h < ho. (8.5) --I -h 
For arbitrary u E+Y and 0 < t, < t, < OD such that h := t, - t, < ho we 
obtain from (8.3) and (8.5) (x(t) := (T(t)u)(O)) 
+ j” G(h - tz) If( dh fl 
<K j” I G(h) - G(A - h)l dA + K j” G(A) dA < <, 
-* -h 
which proves the statement. 
After these preparations ecan prove the following theorem. 
8.4. THEOREM. (i) For every II EQ, the limit set W+(U) C q/ is not empty. 
(ii) If y E w+ (u), then there xists x: R H [0, N] satisfying (8.3) for all 
tE R. 
(iii) 1j G is absolutely continuous andif lim,,-, G(s) = 0, then the solution x 
in (ii) is a solution f the retarded functional-d.z@rential equation k(t) = F(x,), 
t E IR, where 
F(Y) := GP)f(y(W - f” G’GVf(y(4) dh.---X (8.6) 
Proof. .4s 0 < (T(t)y)(O) < Ar for each y E %!, lemmas 8.2 and 8.3 show the 
hypothesis ofTheorem 5.4. This proves (i). Hence, for each y E W+(U), Theorem 
6.1 guarantees the existence ofa uniformly continuous and bounded function 
x: R ++ R such that x, E W+(U) for all sE R and x0 = y. In particular we have 
xt E 4 for all tE R showing (8.3) for all tby the definition of 4. Now suppose 
that G is absolutely continuous and fulfills im,,+, G(s) = 0. This implies the 
representation 
G(s) = j’ G’(h) dA, s < 0. 
-a 
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It remains to prove that limit (6.3) exists for all zE w+(y). We obtain for h > 0 
with the abbreviation X(U) : = (T(a)z)(O), u 3 0, 
= --h-l j-” --m (js;, G’(X) A) f(~(4) du +h-l j-” G(u -h)f(.+)) do 0 
= -h-l su, (&‘f(a(u)) du) G’(A) dh - s-” h-l (s:+“f(z(u)) do G’(h) dA 
--m 
+ h-’ sh G(u - h)f(x(u)) do. 
0 
(8.7) 
Because of 0 < Jyf(z(u)) du < K / h I, 
lim,,,, h-l sF”f(z(u)) du = f(z(h)) 
0 < h-l J-yf(z(u)) du < K, and 
a most 1 everywhere, we obtain from (8.7) 
by Lebesgue’s convergence theorems 
h’ip+ h-l((T(h)z)(O) - $3)) = -j-O f@(N) G’(X) dh + WfWN> 
-co 
which proves (iii) asF is continuous in4. (Note s!a 1 G’(h)1 dA < co). 
From Theorem 7.4 and Lemmas 8.2, 8.3, and 7.5 we obtain the following 
result : 
8.5. THEOREM. T(t): ‘?L ++ 4 is limit-compact for all t> 0 and 
holds for every measure xof noncompactness in X (9 unit-ball of X). 
Proof. Estimate (8.8) follows from x(T(t)Q) = x(%:) and (8.4) together 
with the estimate shown in the proof of Lemma 7.5. 
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